
SPL R7 / CPM R3 Additional Ballot Information 
The Structured Product Label (SPL) release 7 and Common Product Model (CPM) 
release 3 ballot material released has certain defects due to technical difficulties. While 
the text of the ballot is correct, the model diagrams did not all get updated to reflect the 
text. In addition the XML Schema did not generate properly.  

Because the ballot package can not be updated after the ballot is opened, this 
supplemental package offers corrected material for balloters to review. This material 
would be included as a correction to the ballot during the ballot reconciliation phase. The 
members of the SPL and CPM ballot pools are being informed by email that this material 
is available for their consideration as they review and vote on the ballot. 

This review material is distributed as a ZIP file package with the following contents: 

 spl-r7-cpm-r3-correction.pdf – this introduction 

 spl-r7-cpm-r3-changes.xls – a spreadsheet workbook (with multiple sheets) detailing 
the requirements and changes from the previous SPL release 6 and CPM release 2, 
along with the models with those changes applied. 

 SchemasR2b/SPL.xsd – the SPL schema along with the included schema files. 

This material is made available under the URL http://pragmaticdata.com/documents/spl-
r7-cpm-r3-correction.zip.  It is recommended that the balloters review this material and 
consider it in their vote and comment.  

If the balloter agrees with the text of the ballot along with the models here presented, 
optionally considering the schema as a way to test the proposed models, such balloter 
thus satisfied may provide an overall affirmative vote, submitting in free text comment 
that the balloter bases the vote on the consideration of this supplemental material. The 
resolution committee will consider these comments as affirmation that this supplemental 
material should be included in the ballot reconciliation process.  

A balloter, who has other remarks, negative or affirmative line items, considering these 
supplemental materials, is encouraged to submit their items through the usual ballot 
spreadsheet, use one line item with a major negative requiring that this material be 
included in the standard, and then, optionally add their other negative or affirmative 
comments into the spreadsheet. 


